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Aphasia (9') 2010 
Vocalist or actor (performing sign language) with tape. Commissioned for Nicholas Isherwood and the 
Stockhausen-Isherwood Project (a concert of works by Applebaum, Stockhausen, Robert HP Platz, Jean Claude 
Risset, Daniel Teruggi, Enrico Cocco, & Jeffrey Stolet) by the GRM—Le Groupe de Recherches Musicales 
(Paris), Centre de Recherches et de Formation Musicales de Wallonie (Brussels), Musica Experimento 
(Rome), the University of Oregon (Eugene), and the Stanford University Lively Arts (Palo Alto). 
 
Aphasia, conceived originally for singer and two-channel tape, was commissioned by the GRM, Paris and 
composed for virtuoso singer Nicholas Isherwood. The tape, an idiosyncratic explosion of warped and 
mangled sounds, is made up exclusively of vocal samples—all sung by Isherwood and subsequently 
transformed digitally. Against the backdrop of this audio narrative, the singer performs an elaborate set of 
hand gestures, an assiduously choreographed sign language of sorts. Each gesture is fastidiously 
synchronized to the tape in tight rhythmic coordination. 
 
The eccentricity of the hand gestures is perhaps upstaged only by the observation that the singer, however 
extraordinary, produces no sound in concert. (In fact, the role of the “singer” may be taken by any 
performer of suitably enthusiastic inclination and conviction.) In that regard Aphasia may be the first piece 
in the vocal canon that can be performed even when the singer has laryngitis. 
 
Isherwood deemed the piece’s rigid synchronization impossible (except perhaps for a dancer) and instead 
championed a looser, more improvised version I call Aphasia—Dialect. (He also included an excerpt from the 
score in his seminal book The Techniques of Singing, Bärenreiter Verlag, 2013.) 
 
Considering his pronouncement a challenge, I learned the piece (it took me four months of constant work 
to memorize it) and made a video of my performance. The video subsequently attracted dozens of 
performers—mostly intrepid percussionists—to learn the piece. Ironically it has become my most 
performed recent piece: I know of some 58 players who champion it and have played it in 17 countries in 
nearly 200 performances since 2011. 
 
Some notable performances include: 
 

• Steve Schick at his two-night Miller Theater concert in New York, a retrospective of his most 
important solo repertoire (for which the New York Times Arts Section identified the piece in its “Best of 2014” 
distinction for the year’s most humorous work); 

• Parlour Tapes+ attempt to stage a performance in Chicago’s Grant Park with 100 synchronized 
players (they got six—which is five more than I usually get); and  

• Morris Palter at Brazil’s Festival Internacional de Musica Erudita for which there were five stompy 
ovation curtain calls necessitating an extra scheduled performance at the end of the festival.  

 
Aphasia was also the subject of Robin Eggers’ masters thesis at the Rotterdam Conservatory for which he 
also developed a continuum of three versions varying in its degree of performer persona: an intensely 
histrionic one with extravagant facial expressions; a conventional one, as composed; and a version 
performed in the dark with black light illuminating only his fluorescent painted hands. 
 
Beginning first with the Isopangram movement of Straitjacket and then with Aphasia, the hand gestures have 
since been used in several subsequent pieces. They now constitute what I think of as a nonsense sign 
language of more than 200 gestures. These are catalogued by various qualities such as height; one- versus 
two-handedness; and whether the gesture lends itself to a static pose, variable rhythmic articulation, or a 
continuous motion. 
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Rabbit Hole (15') 2012 
Octet of flute, trumpet, violin, viola, cello, three percussion.  
Commissioned by the San Francisco Contemporary Music Players / Meet the Composer. 
 
There seem to be two kinds of musicians. The first type says, “This is what I do; write me something like 
that.” The second type says, “This is what I do; please (please!) challenge me to do something different.” To 
my mind, Steve Schick, is decidedly in the second category. 
 
So when Steve asked me to compose for the San Francisco Contemporary Music Players I felt at liberty to 
pursue an astonishingly ridiculous idea I had been mulling for almost two decades: to write a piece of music 
based on page turns. Until Rabbit Hole the “page turn piece” was only an absurd mental musing provoked 
by a logistical dilemma: annoyed by the challenges of finding reasonable moments for players to turn the 
pages of their parts (due to my habit of composing dense, overly prolix music that keeps the arms constantly 
engaged) I vowed to one day compose the page turns first—the page turn as principal musical material. I 
would then compose the mute changes for brass instruments and the mallet changes for percussionists. 
Precise rhythmic moments would be identified for trading the alto flute and piccolo, for adjusting the violin 
bow’s tension, for oiling a trumpet valve, for picking up claves and putting them down, and so on. There 
would even be composed states of attentiveness: high for body language suggesting imminent sonic 
production; medium for tracking musical flow in a slightly relaxed state; and low to describe what the body 
might do during a full movement of rest. The very last thing to be determined, and only grudgingly, would 
be pitches and rhythms. 
 
What was once an asinine concept has been realized as the serious—or at least fastidious—musical 
enterprise that is this piece. (It may still be asinine.) I recognize the seeming irrationality of a project that 
eschews the utility of conventional musical materials and replaces them with structures based on musical 
marginalia. The result may make you smile cheerfully or shake your head in exasperated disbelief, or both. 
But it’s not supposed to be comedic. It aspires to the absurd side of the ludic. 
 
Exploring this particular rabbit hole appealed to me for four main reasons: 
 
First, the piece makes virtually no sound. Increasingly I’ve become annoyed that music, for most people, 
seems to demand sound. Must it? Some of my recent pieces have veered away from that supposition, 
whether through the addition of increasingly predominant visual elements (e.g. Concerto for Florist and 
Orchestra, Aphasia for hand gestures synchronized to sound, Echolalia consisting of 22 Dadaist rituals, the 
Mouseketier sound-sculpture which functions as both an instrument and as visual art), or through the active 
suppression of prescribed sound in the compositional phase in order to invoke real or imagined sound in 
performance (e.g. Tlön for three conductors and no players, The Metaphysics of Notation—a 72-foot graphic 
score without instruction). 
 
Second, the Eurocentric preoccupation with pitch as the (tediously) foremost parameter is subverted, simply 
sidestepped. (The players do get to play exciting, conventionally virtuosic, and highly mercurial 
contrapuntal passages made up of idiomatic and extended techniques with precise—and lovingly chosen—
pitches. But, perversely, the players are asked to play at the impossible dynamic ppppp—a gorgeous sound, if 
paradoxically compressed, concentrated, and squashed.) 
 
Third, the focus becomes a theater made up of ancillary musical praxis, the ritualistic margins of 
performance culture, a way to floodlight neglected edges of what Christopher Small inclusively calls 
musicking. (By the way, I’d hate for actors to perform this piece. This is a kind of music, however weird, for 
musicians—special, intrepid ones who are not insulted by an invocation to care about things that are not 
central to their conservatory training.) 
 
Finally, the logistics should be eminently practical. In theory, this should be a piece that works easily. After 
all, the germinal impulse was to obviate difficult page turns and patronize the incidence of “extra-musical” 
actions. 
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Regrettably this is not a practical piece after all. There are 90 page turns (everyone reads from full 180-page 
scores in which each page has a five-second duration—but with no two pages made up of the same meter 
and tempo arrangements, thereby creating a deliberate choreography of conduction). Furthermore, it is 
preposterously swollen with events—picking up mallets, changing mutes, etc.—each at a precisely specified 
time. Moreover, additional categories of material crept in, ones that seem ancillary but are in fact 
fundamental: fussy hand gestures; frequent physical relocation; and the migration of the printed score to the 
forearm as players read from custom-made wristwatches (responding to various glyphs as the second hand 
passes over them). 

 

 
 

There is indeed something perplexing about a piece whose counterpoint demands that the audience ask, at 
a given moment, “Should I pay attention to the cello’s nearly inaudible melody, or to the percussionist’s 
lifting of an instrument (which will not be played, by the way), or to the flutist who just started walking to 
another position on stage?”  
 
And some will be inclined to ask “Is it even music?” I’m convinced that this it not the right question. The 
question should be: “Is it interesting?” 
 
Increasingly I’ve pursued the things that seem intriguing to me, even when, as artistic formulations, their 
likeness to familiar models—those traditionally defined pieces that one is supposed to make as a composer 
(beyond which a judgment of dilettantism or lunacy is invited)—is tenuous. Becoming unhinged from a 
paradigm can be pretty interesting. Or, at the very least, it encourages a trip down a rabbit hole which, 
however terrifying (it may never end...there may be no return...), is rarely boring. 
 

* * * 
 

Rabbit Hole is affectionately dedicated, with gratitude, to Steven Schick, San Francisco Contemporary Music 
Players director and intrepid collaborator. It was commissioned through Meet the Composer’s Commissioning 
Music/USA program, which is made possible by generous support from the Mary Flagler Cary Charitable 
Trust, New York City Department of Cultural Affairs, the William and Flora Hewlett Foundation, and the 
Helen F. Whitaker Fund. 

* * * 
 
The following two videos document the premiere by the San Francisco Contemporary Music Players. They 
demonstrate a dilemma of representation: the cinematographer’s cut—with its edits that cut from camera to 
camera and afford close-up views of intimate details—is probably more entertaining; but, on the downside, 
by presenting only the compelling choices made by the filmmakers it forsakes other concurrent events—
ones that, in this piece, are silent and therefore absent from the document.  
 
The video begins with an interview. The performance begins at 5:00. 
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On the other hand, the composer’s cut, with its static wide-angle view, presents the entirety of the piece and 
invites the viewer to consider all the events—much as our ears are entitled to consider all layers of an 
acoustic counterpoint; however, the downside is that its absence of close-ups loses the sense of intimacy and 
detail: the sought-after “entirety” presented here is illusory because minutiae is not perceivable. Sigh.  
 
 
Straitjacket (~14') 2009 
Percussion quartet plus percussion soloist. Commissioned by Steven Schick and the Banff Centre for the 
Arts for the Roots & Rhizomes Percussion Residency. Notable additional performances include the 66th American 
Music Festival: Personal Visions at the National Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. 
 
When Steve Schick asked me for a new work to be commissioned by the Banff Centre for the Roots and 
Rhizomes Percussion Residency I worried “What kind of percussion piece do you write for a percussionist who 
has done everything?” I’m still not sure what the proper answer is to this question. But along the way I 
thought about putting ontological pressure on the boundary conditions of the medium itself; I considered 
the idea of paradoxically expanding Steve’s seemingly comprehensive domain of musical experience 
through focused constraints; and I gravitated, perhaps habitually, toward a kind of super-disciplined 
absurdity—as if invoking a parallel world whose eccentric culture is governed by elaborate rules perceived 
but not understood. In short, I managed to compose Straitjacket, a provisional answer of sorts.  
 
Straitjacket, privately subtitled “four restraint systems for solo percussion and percussion quartet,” intersects 
conceptually with formal techniques employed by the French literary group Oulipo: the palindrome, the 
isopangram, the lipogram, and the taquinoid.  
 
Movement I—Palindrome 
 
The palindrome reads the same forward and backward, as in “A man, a plan, a canal—Panama.” The first 
movement is scored for six drum sets played in unison and with excruciating fastidiousness (despite a 
profusion of metric modulations and abundant coordination challenges for the limbs), the quartet playing 
matched kits consisting of kick drum, snare, and hi-hat, the soloist playing two analogous kits with substitute 
timbres of the player’s choice. At the epicenter of the piece—its palindromic mirror—the soloist switches 
kits. 
 
This palindrome, however, is a bit irregular. The first side is built up using a technique accurately, if 
pretentiously dubbed sequential metamorphosis censorship. The scheme is mind-numbingly elaborate, but the gist 
is that the musical narrative gradually increases and decreases the degree to which adjacent musical 
materials are transformed. For example, the second measure is a clear modification of the first measure; 
however, the third measure is a bit more distant from the second, as if an intermediary transformative step 
were missing; and so on. The conceptual gap widens and narrows, producing moments of logical 
consequence as well as profoundly incongruous ones.  
  
But when this sequence folds back on itself, only some of the prior measures are sounded. New measures 
appear instead (algorithmically selected among those unsounded, intermediary bits that conceptually 
bridged the earlier gaps). At the same time there exist other composed intermediary bits that are never 
sounded on either side of the mirror. Perhaps it is clearer to imagine that my task is to first compose a 
number series and its retrograde: 12345 – 54321. But then the palindrome is distilled: 125 – 541. As such, 
certain bits (1, 5) are heard in both directions; certain bits (2) are heard only forward; certain bits (4) are 
heard only in reverse; and certain bits (3) exist conceptually, but are never sounded. Consequently, 
discursive gaps of varying size abound, from the most gently evolving discourse to the most fractured and 
surreal.  
 
Movement II—Isopangram 
 
A pangram uses every letter in the alphabet at least once, as in “A quick brown fox jumps over the lazy 
brown dog.” Whereas this 38-character phrase repeats some letters, an isopangram uses each letter in the 
alphabet once and only once.  
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The second movement of Straitjacket replaces the notional alphabet with a lexicon of 118 hand gestures, a 
kind of index in which each gesture is performed by the soloist once and only once. (That is, material is 
invented and then explicated only one time, without the tedium of development.) These silent actions are 
precisely described in the score (each with a corresponding paragraph of detailed instructions in an eleven-
page appendix) and arrayed in a carefully specified rhythm. Although silent, they are accompanied by a 
quartet of “foley artists” who give voice to the gestures through a battery of instrumental timbres, each 
heard exactly twice. 
 
Movement III—Lipogram 
 
In opposition to univocalism—in which a text is written with just one vowel, such as Georges Perec’s What a 
Man!, a short story using only the vowel “A”—the lipogram avoids a particular letter. The most arresting 
example is Perec’s astonishing novel La Disparition that manages to avoid the letter “E” throughout its 
several hundred pages (and whose translation into English by Gilbert Adair—A Void—is perhaps an even 
more remarkable feat). More concisely, Harry Matthews explains that the phrase “To be or not to be, that 
is the question” becomes, by way of lipogram in A, “To be or not to be, this is the question;” by way of 
lipogram in E it becomes “Survival or oblivion: that is our quandary;” and by way of lipogram in T it 
becomes “Being or non-being, such is my dilemma.” 
 
To me the idea of avoidance conjured a corresponding musical act of removal. Hence, in the third 
movement the ensemble plays a single vibraphone, the quartet articulating unison chords and the soloist 
muting particular bars in an act of sonic elimination. 
 
Movement IV—Taquinoid 
 
A representational painting in the shape of a square, if cut into a matrix of smaller squares and reassembled 
in random order, would likely result in a jumbled meaning. But a taquinoid works in any ordering because 
each piece has a visual narrative that makes sense when extended to any adjacent neighbor. 
 
In movement IV five pictures are drawn by the ensemble, their scrawling amplified by contact microphones 
attached to the easels. A visual continuity appears horizontally across the pictures (and if they were placed 
in a vertical column). Admittedly, the pictures are not optimized for just any order. However, a new accord 
emerges across all five pictures: the players have arrived at their unique pictures through a unison rhythm, a 
harmonized quantity (but not comportment) of visual strokes and dots. 
 

* * * 
 

Why must these program notes be so verbose, loquacious, effusive, and prolix? And why even tease the 
audience with program notes when they can’t hear any of this blather in the music? Paper or plastic?  
 
These are good questions, an occasion to shift toward a more essential if prosaic matter: the composer 
wishes to express his deepest gratitude to Steven Schick for requesting, with characteristic verve and nerve, 
yet another new piece—the latest project over a multi-decade span of wonderfully collaborative and 
endlessly revitalizing musical high jinx; to Barry Shiffman for the invitation to Banff and the unwavering 
courage and intelligence to indulge such a fine summit of talented, forward-thinking, and passionate 
percussion wackos; to the Banff Centre for their interminable support, uncommon competence, and 
unquestioning empathy; and to the intrepid players of Straitjacket who have lent their enthusiastic moxie and 
assiduous attention to the enterprise of realizing idiosyncratic art. 
 
PS—can a program note have a post-script?: If you should demand a metric by which to evaluate my 
music, the works always aspire to engender two questions—“What the hell was that?” and “Can I hear 
more?” 

* * * 
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More polished performances have transpired since, but the following video documents the premiere (and, 
for the purposes of this site, has the advantage of being readily available). 
 
 
The Metaphysics of Notation 2008 
A 72-foot wide, hand-written graphic score, divided into twelve six-foot panels, requested by the Cantor 
Arts Center. The score was displayed for one year. Perceived as visual art during most of the week, 
performances occurred each Friday at noon by diverse performers from around the world. Intended for 
museum installation, versions can also be performed at individual concert events. 
 
The best introduction to The Metaphysics of Notation is Robert Arnold’s insightful documentary There Is No 
Sound in My Head: 
 
The score, in animated, scrolling fashion (8 minutes), can be seen here: 
 
These materials, and others, can be found on the Innova DVD The Metaphysics of Notation. 
 
An article detailing the significant structural properties of the piece (Handbook for The Metaphysics of Notation 
for Oxford University Press’ forthcoming volume Music and Shape edited by Daniel Leech-Wilkinson and 
Helen Prior) appears in the Portfolio tab under Other Work. It also appears in Other Work. 
 
 
Composition Machine #1 (10') 2014 
Soloist playing pictographic notations, amplified table, various objects, and marker. For Terry Longshore.  
Co-commissioned by sixty-one players. 
 
A synopsis of the piece will help explain its unusual concept. The performance begins at stage right where 
the performer unfurls a scroll of pictographic notation and plays it according to a personal but 
predetermined interpretation system. The scroll is then ingloriously compacted and dropped onto an 
amplified table covered in paper at center stage. A miscellaneous bevy of prescribed objects is placed on the 
table and moved in given rhythmic fashion. At the conclusion of this ritual the outlines of the objects are 
traced on the paper in marker. This paper—a new scroll—is then taken to a stage left position where it is 
performed on different instruments but according to the same fastidious interpretation system. The piece 
concludes after the player has rolled up the scroll and deposited it at the original stage right position, 
conceptually preparing for a subsequent performance. This is a piece that produces its own score; as such, 
the performer will notice that rehearsals should commence with the objects on the table in order to produce 
a germinal scroll. 
 
Led by Terry Longshore, 61 players co-commissioned Composition Machine #1. There have been many 
performances (some which may be seen on YouTube). A particularly effective presentation was made by 
SPEAK Percussion in Melbourne at the Australian National Academy of Music. Part of SPEAK’s Emerging 
Artist Program, seven percussionists prepared individual renderings of the piece and presented them 
simultaneously in seven different performance spaces (e.g., large concert halls, an industrial kitchen, 
practice rooms for an audience of three); the concert event had four performance “rounds,” the audience 
members receiving randomized packets of four colored tickets at the outset that sent them to different 
spaces during the evening. 
 
Each performance demonstrates the odd partnership of composer and performer, and the strange dilemma 
that surrounds the performer as composer. The following mini-essay, A Welcome Problem, appears in the 
forward to the score: 
 
Do you want to sound like you? I mean, isn’t that a bit boring? You can sound like you anytime you compose 
your own music or improvise something. Shouldn’t this piece function as an occasion, as a stimulus for you 
to sound different? If your response to the pictographs sounds like you, what is the point of the enterprise? 
And moreover, if you sound like you, then maybe you are the composer. People will think that you are doing 
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all the “heavy lifting” (even if in reality it might take less “effort” for you to sound like you). Then a crisis of 
authorship will arise and you’ll resent me. 
 
But why sound like me? That seems worse. If you sound like me then everyone who plays this piece will 
sound like me. And that makes one piece, whereas I want this provocation—this impetus—to sound like 
many pieces. And besides, I’m bored of me; I need less me in my life, not more. I could stand a little bit of 
you. (Or a lot of you.)  
 
So let’s have you. The whole point is to hear more of you.  
 
But we’ve already established that there is something underachieving about using this piece to sound like 
you. So now what? 
 
What are we going to do? 
 
Dear performer—intrepid partner—I offer you this modest irritant disguised as a piece of music. But it is 
not a piece of music. It is a composition machine. And the composition it makes is not a sound world. 
(Those vibrations are merely evidence that you’ve activated the machine.) The contraption is an invitation 
to interact with the very question of invention and interpretation. And your resulting aural vibrations and 
visual frequencies are the sonic and ocular detritus of an inquiry, proof that we were here asking not the 
eternally hackneyed question “why are we here?” but the more consequential “so what are we going to 
do?” 

* * * 
 
Various performances have started to emerge on YouTube. But, by nature, there is not a singular 
representative realization. 
 
 
Mouseketier Praxis  
Mouseketier Praxis is an improvisation for the Mouseketier, an original instrument built in the summer of 2001. 
The Mouseketier resides in a lineage of electroacoustic sound-sculptures that begin in 1990 with the Mousetrap, 
and subsequently includes the Mini-Mouse, the Duplex Mausphon, the MIDI-Mouse, the six Micro Mice 
(constructed for the Paul Dresher Ensemble), and the Kindermaus. 
 
The Mouseketier consists of three amplified soundboards—pink, blue, and yellow triangles with piezo contact 
pickups—arranged as tiers. In addition to its three principal pickups are five that work as switches to trigger 
external processes or computer functions. Mounted on the soundboards (the three tiers) are junk, hardware, 
and found objects (combs, squeaky wheels, threaded rods, doorstops, nails, springs, Astroturf, ratchets, 
strings stretched through pulleys, twisted bronze braising rod, and, of course, mousetraps) that are played 
with chopsticks, plectrums, knitting needles, a violin bow, and wind-up toys. The resulting sounds are 
modified with a tangle of external digital and analog signal processors. The instrument sounds great, but it 
is intended equally for its visual allure. 
 
Annoyed by the transportation and set-up challenges associated with the behemoth Mousetrap, I built the 
Mouseketier as a kind of travel model. Not only does it set up in minutes (instead of hours), its flight case—
meeting the airline specifications—was designed first. Thanks go to my wife Joan for contributing the 
Mouseketier's basic architecture and name. 
 
The video below documents a 2012 improvised performance at CCRMA, Stanford University. A lengthy 
discussion about my original instruments and reflections on their cultural context was published in New 
Music and Aesthetics in the 21st Century, volume 4, and also appears at the Canadian Electroacoustic 
Community’s eContact! 12.3: Progress Report: The State of the Art after Sixteen Years of 
Designing and Playing Electroacoustic Sound-Sculptures. 
[http://cec.concordia.ca/econtact/12_3/index.html.] 
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Concerto for Florist and Ensemble 2000/2002/2009.  
2009 version composed for James DelPrince, performance florist; Mark Applebaum & Tom Nunn, electroacoustic 
sound-sculptures & live electronics; Terry Longshore & Steve Schick, percussion; Brian McWhorter, trumpet; Jane 
Rigler, flutes; Scott Rosenberg, saxophones; Mark Dresser, contrabass. For a Stanford Lively Arts event at Stanford 
University’s Cantor Arts Center. 
Concerto for Florist and Orchestra (17') 2009 
For performance florist and large orchestra. Commissioned by the Fromm Foundation, Harvard University, for the La 
Jolla Symphony. Score and parts preparation funded by the 2010-2011 UCSD Thomas Nee Commission.  
 
These are two separate but related pieces. By way of cursory differentiation, the ensemble piece involves a 
small instrumental cohort who improvise in response to a loose score and execute a bevy of strange, 
hilarious rituals during one long, continuous piece. By contrast, the orchestral version is scored 
determinately for a large group in three modest movements and absent of strange instrumentalist rituals. 
Videos from each performance appear below, as do their scores—including a document that details the 
rituals undertaken by the players in the ensemble version. 
 
Here is a program note from the orchestral version that explains itself and references its ensemble ancestor: 
 
I met James DelPrince, by chance, on an airplane in 1999. Four things happened during the ride, all in the 
span of about twenty seconds: I learned that he was a florist; I instantaneously had the idea of a concerto for 
florist; I asked him if he’d ever thought about being a performance florist; and he responded “Yes—I’ve 
always dreamed about being a performance florist.” The Concerto for Florist and Ensemble was premiered soon 
after, a piece for improvising musicians, with Jim simultaneously sculpting magnificent and idiosyncratic 
floral sculptures. The piece was revised for several subsequent performances, always with a new ensemble, a 
new improvisation score, and new durations. Likewise, Jim changed his approach to floristry each time, 
sometimes employing skewered green apples, barbed wire, or police crime scene tape, other times working 
with long-stemmed artichokes and a glue gun, inserting flowers and flashlights into salvaged car parts, or 
weaving fronds of juniper and tinsel. Jim is not your standard florist. 
 
Steven Schick, conductor of the La Jolla Symphony Orchestra and a longtime friend, mentor, and 
collaborator, played percussion in the most recent adaptation of the Concerto for Florist and Ensemble, a 50-
minute version scored for an octet of particular virtuoso musicians performed at the Cantor Arts Center 
Museum in 2009. Steve enthusiastically proposed a new piece for symphony orchestra, one that differs from 
its predecessors in a number of important ways. First, and most obvious, the Concerto for Florist and Orchestra 
has a generously expanded instrumentation, including six very active percussionists. Second, it is a three-
movement work, whereas the earlier versions were all single movement forms. Third, and most significant, 
the musicians perform a determinate, traditionally notated composition, whereas earlier concerti featured 
improvisers who were directed when to play, but not what to play. 
 
Unlike the orchestral players, the soloist is free to improvise his part spontaneously. Alternatively, he may 
choose to prepare an approximate agenda, or to formulate an exact series of step-by-step actions in 
advance. The only requirement is that his floral projects’ duration of execution matches those of the 
instrumentalists’ musical endeavors. In this regard, the spirit is very much akin to the classic Merce 
Cunningham and John Cage collaborations in which music and dance cohabitate rather than coordinate. My 
experiences composing for the Cunningham Company, first in 1993 and then in 2005, profoundly affected 
my aesthetic orientation. The music and dance—or music and floristry—will have coincidental, chance 
moments of seeming congruity, and other times of seemingly coordinated antithesis, both of which suggest a 
kind of cognitive clarity. But for me, the abundant time in which the media relate at an uncomfortable, 
oblique angle is of greatest interest and excitement. It is the problem of their incongruous juxtaposition that 
I find most arresting. 
 
An alternative performer of another medium may be substituted. When such a substitution is made, the title 
is revised accordingly. Some examples include: Concerto for Juggler and Orchestra, Concerto for Plumber and 
Orchestra, Concerto for Contortionist and Orchestra, Concerto for Quilter and Orchestra, Concerto for Locksmith and Orchestra, 
Concerto for Chef and Orchestra, Concerto for Tax Attorney and Orchestra, etc. A Concerto for Composer and Orchestra 
might involve a composer (but not the one of this piece) quietly working at a desk onstage. 
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The Concerto for Florist and Orchestra was composed for the La Jolla Symphony Orchestra and was made 
possible by a grant from the Fromm Music Foundation. It is dedicated to Steven Schick and James 
DelPrince, intrepid collaborators, conspirators, and experimentalists. 
 

* * * 
 
By way of further explication, Jim Chute of the San Diego Union-Tribune asked me for a list of 10 Reasons to 
Write a Concerto for Florist and Orchestra. These are: 
 
1. The joy of cohabitation. I was commissioned twice by the Merce Cunningham Dance Company, in 
1993 and 2005. Those experiences made a lasting impression on me. The working method of Cunningham 
and John Cage, which I adopted, was to first agree on a total duration. But the dancers would not hear 
Cage’s music and the musicians would not see Cunningham’s dance until the performance. As a 
consequence, moments of seemingly logical coherence would arise—by chance—between the dance and 
music. These moments include both congruence and polarity. But most of the time was spent in a 
cognitively problematic middle ground in which the two media relate at oblique angles. I find this middle 
ground intrinsically surreal and endlessly fascinating. (Others probably find it alienating.) As such, the florist 
in my concerto is free to pursue an artistic expression at the same time as the orchestra's discourse but 
independent of it. Cohabitation of floristry and sound—not coordination—is the rule. 
 
2. The joy of failure. I'm not interested in being a “professional composer,” someone who is required to 
make safely understood and well-functioning work. I aspire to succeed (really I do!) but I'm prepared to fail. 
Do you remember those science “experiments” we used to do in high school? There was no 
experimentation involved, just recreations of known phenomena. I'm feeling most alive when I'm working 
at the margins of my knowledge and instinct. 
 
3. The joy of mystery. The concept is a bit mysterious and inherently dissonant. It leaves unanswered 
questions and problems in its wake. Must we insist on a world in which everything is explained (the job of 
zealous religious leaders and patronizing politicians)? 
 
4. The joy of voyeurism. I enjoy the role of the outsider, the voyeur of alien rituals—to watch people 
play games whose rules are unknown, to hear foreign languages, and to behold esoteric religious rites. I 
wonder what it will feel like to experience the odd concatenation of musical and floral endeavors. 
 
5. Sound is not everything. Let’s use our eyes too. Earlier works of mine rely on what might be called 
sensory collisions: Tlön for three conductors and no players; the Mouseketier—made of junk, found objects, 
and hardware, and intended equally as musical instrument and sculpture; Straitjacket in which five players 
draw noisily on amplified easels in exact rhythmic unison but produce distinct pictures; and Aphasia for 
hand gestures performed in unison with an audio recording of mutated vocal samples. So too, the Concerto 
for Florist has a decidedly visual component. In fact, you can cover your ears and just watch Jim at work. To 
some extent one could do this with film, ballet, and other musical enterprises that partner with ocular 
experience. Scriabin’s Prometheus is essentially a concerto that stars its piano soloist as musical hero. But 
Scriabin, who was synesthetic, composed a part for “color organ” whose lights occasionally upstage the 
music. 
 
6. Sound is everything. You can ignore the florist if you want. The concerto aspires to be an exciting and 
arresting piece of music in itself. There are musical fragments that bounce mercurially from player to 
player; an inexorably thumping passacaglia; a tangled mass of micropolyphonic glissandi; and six insanely 
active percussionists. The piece, as a sound object, is “artistically saturated.” One might argue that the 
puissant floristry histrionics detract from the complex musical discourse. Ah well, I guess I suffer from “if 
some is good, a lot must be great.” 
 
7. Everything is music. The great thing about being a composer is that you can design projects that 
engender forays into other disciplines. When asked for a piece by new music ensemble Zeitgeist I composed 
a work about Louis Sullivan that invited a preliminary year of architecture studies. When the Vienna 
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Modern Festival commissioned Asylum, in which psychological disorders are articulated in sound, I first read 
the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders from cover to cover. Thanks to working with Jim I now 
have new insights about floristry. 
 
8. The greatest and worst concerto for florist and orchestra are one and the same piece. 
Sandwiched [in this concert] between Prokofiev and Bartok, how does a living composer attempt to get 
some elbow room? Expressed bleakly: maybe all the good concerti have already been written. So why 
compete (poorly) with the legacy of these great works? Perhaps as a consequence of mental defect or simply 
bad taste, I arrive at a piece that stands alone in its class by asking "What contribution am I uniquely 
inclined to make as a composer?" 
 
9. Conductor courage. Some musicians tell me “This is what I do, please write me more of that.” 
Especially intrepid musicians tell me “This is what I do; please give me something different to do.” Steven 
Schick is decidedly in the latter category. My piece is a response to his open-mindedness, courage, 
willingness to try something different, and endless spirit of exploration. 
 
10. Life is boring. Why not? 
 
 
Wristwatch Pieces 
 
Wristwatch: Control Freak 2015 
Players responding to a canonic notational specification appearing on the face of custom wristwatches; an 
autonomous piece extracted from Control Freak.  
Wristwatch: Speed Dating 2014 
Players responding to a canonic notational specification appearing on the face of custom wristwatches; an 
autonomous piece extracted from Speed Dating. 
Wristwatch: Rabbit Hole 2012 
Players responding to a canonic notational specification appearing on the face of custom wristwatches; an 
autonomous piece extracted from Rabbit Hole. 
 
Since Wristwatch: Geology (2004) I have been designing custom wristwatches that function as a notational 
specification. These pieces—including the later Wristwatch: Alien Argot (2004), Wristwatch: Meridian (2006), and 
the more recent Wristwatch: Rabbit Hole (2012), Wristwatch: Speed Dating (2014), and Wristwatch: Control Freak 
(2015)—have specific purposes within the context of their native chamber pieces; but they can also be 
repurposed flexibly for other groups, whether professional or amateur, for an improvisation ensemble, in a 
site-specific setting, for short or epic durations, etc. In many cases they function as teaching pieces for me, 
tools in which I prompt composer-performers to uncover a personal approach. And, although some of the 
wristwatches were initially purposed for modest ensembles (e.g., sextet, septet, octet), I always have several 
dozen fabricated so that I can accommodate later formulations for large collectives, flash mob renderings, 
etc. 
 
 
Control Freak (4 movements of variable duration) 2015 
Singer plus septet of oboe, clarinet, piano, violin, viola, cello, & contrabass. Commissioned by the Spoleto 
Festival USA. 
 
Control Freak consists of four movements in which a singer is accompanied by an instrumental septet, both of 
whom spontaneously invent their own treatment of the given materials. The singer chooses texts from a 
collection of sonnets by American flarf poet K. Silem Mohammad. Mohammad’s hilarious, often absurd 
sonnets—which he calls sonnagrams—are anagrams of Shakespeare sonnets. The singer’s treatment may be 
plain or histrionic, sober or outlandish. It may involve traditional technique or the most esoteric modes of 
vocal production. Meanwhile, the septet responds to improvised hand signals given by the conductor, ones 
that call upon an extensive reservoir of sounds, from conventional (almost ironic) musical motives, to glitch, 
Foley artist noises. The players are also equipped with custom wristwatches which govern various 
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whispered vocal sounds. These also serve as a more causal link to the singer: at any time the conductor can 
interrupt the singer’s behavior with an instruction to perform the wristwatch whispers; but, conversely, the 
singer can interrupt the septet with the same directive.  
 
Every performance results in a different sonic outcome, the consequence of a deliberately ludic, 
indeterminate, ensemble ritual. Control Freak (and its successor, Control Freak 2—a version for singer and octet 
of oboe, clarinet, bassoon, trumpet, percussion, piano, violin, and cello commissioned by the Baryshnikov 
Arts Center in New York for a December, 2015 premiere) requires a very special kind of virtuoso musician, 
one who is playful and imaginative, capable at once of the utmost discipline and whimsy. 
 
This performance is from the premiere at Spoleto USA in May, 2015. There were three performances and, 
by bad luck, only the weakest was filmed. However, it is a good performance nonetheless, and more than 
adequate in conveying the sense of the work. 
 
 
Gone, Dog. Gone! (8') 2012 
Percussion duo. Commissioned by the Australian duo The Sound Collectors. 
 
Gone, Dog. Gone! is, conceptually-speaking, a companion piece to Go, Dog. Go! (1997) and Aphasia (2010). 
From the former it borrows the idea of rapidly juxtaposed tempi and rhythms extracted from extant 
popular music recordings. From the latter it employs a nonsense sign language of hand gestures 
synchronized to sound. 
 
Eight instruments—selected by the players—are arrayed between them and shared. They are numbered 
from each player’s perspective so that when a material articulated by Player 1 is later articulated by Player 
2, the timbres all change. 
 
The following link is to the premiere performance by The Sound Collectors, the nimble Australian duo of 
Louise Devenish and Leah Scholes who commissioned it. Although they chose not to perform the shouted 
vocalizations in the premiere, this performance is convincing. One may find other excellent alternatives on 
YouTube. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tZlGLFSYjNM 
 
 
Darmstadt Kindergarten (5') 2015 
String quartet (with hand gestures). Commissioned by the Kronos Quartet. 
 
Darmstadt Kindergarten was commissioned for the Kronos Quartet by the David Harrington Research and 
Development Fund. It consists of a seventeen-measure “theme,” composed in two versions: instrumental 
and choreographic. The instrumental version is played conventionally on two violins, viola, and cello; the 
choreographic version calls for the players to substitute silent hand gestures—lavishly described in the 
score—for their instrumental sounds. (In this regard, the piece has a kinship with Gone, Dog. Gone! and The 
Second Decade (from 30) which similarly end in silent hand gestures.) 
 
The instrumental “theme” is repeated five times in immediate succession. During each successive statement 
one additional player is permanently removed from the instrumental group and instead plays the 
choreographic version. The hand gestures are executed at precise moments corresponding to the rhythms 
from the player’s instrumental part. Darmstadt Kindergarten is thus a piece that is partly about memory; the 
audience is invited to “hear” the instrumental material when later voiced by choreographed action. Music 
can indeed be expressed even in the absence of sound. 
 
The title alludes to the famous summer music courses held in Darmstadt, Germany. For decades composers 
such as Cage, Boulez, Nono, and Stockhausen met to share their latest musical sounds and ideas. The 
festival came to be known as a hotbed of the most gritty, modernist contemporary music, stuff aimed 
decidedly at mature audiences and, as a consequence, sometimes lacking the ludic sense of play that makes 
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childlike enterprise so appealing (and perhaps in need of rehabilitation). Commissioned originally for a 
Kronos Quartet’s children’s concert, I wanted to compose a piece that could appeal at once to audiences of 
varying age, experience, and affinity for levity, gravity, whimsy, and rigor, something worthy of a 
“Darmstadt kindergarten.” 
 
Premiered in May, 2015 to an enthusiastic audience of children and adults, an authoritative video of this 
piece has not yet been made. The link to its very attractive score, however, appears below; kindly do not 
share it as Kronos’ exclusivity period continues until the middle of 2016. 
 
 
Medium (~16') 2008 
For four players, commissioned by The Quiet Music Festival, Cork, Ireland. 
 
Commissioned by the Quiet Music Festival 2008 in Cork, Ireland with funds provided by the Arts Council of 
Ireland, Medium is a musical work for a quartet of any four instrumentalists or vocalists who rigorously 
interpret its score—a mercurial spray of pictographs whose precise definition as musical specifications is left 
entirely up to its performers. The work consists of a number of separate leaves—pages hand-drawn using 
pens, drafting templates, French curves, and straight edges. Some of the leaves serve as accompaniment 
figures while others are arranged in any order and function as ingress and egress canons during which 
players enter and exit the stage. The main section of the piece, however, is its “quartet,” a series of sixteen 
bound pages that suggest a continuous musical discourse.  
 
The score, while unconventional, does not invite improvisation; instead, players are charged with the task of 
predetermining a thoughtful means to sonify (with exactitude) an inferred musicality. This distinction is 
important: whereas The Metaphysics of Notation was commissioned for a museum setting and invited 
improvised responses (as well as pre-planned ones), its immediate precursor, Medium, was composed for a 
musical ensemble performing on the musical stage, and forbade improvisation. Performances by two 
different ensembles would, presumably, contrast markedly in their sonic morphologies; two performances 
by the same ensemble should sound nearly identical, varying no more than two performances by a single 
interpreter of a work by Beethoven. 
 
There are several mediums at play: the work is multi-media as it resides equally in the realms of visual art and 
music. The score itself is a medium—it presents a conceptual substance through which the expressive energy 
of creative musicians must pass; and, as a non-standard notation presented to imaginative, inventive 
performers, it is as much a musical filter as a musical prescription. A performance might loosely evoke the 
realm of idiosyncratic ritual (the result of imagistic, alchemical proposals) akin to the eccentricities of an 
intermediary vehicle through which the dead are (allegedly) channeled. And lastly, the work represents a 
middle state between spatial right and left, between the ceremony of performance and the routine of not 
performance. 
 
Medium is most often performed by instrumentalists. However, a very fine rendition for singers was made by 
the London-based group The Vocal Constructivists. Their recording can be heard on their accompanying 
2014 CD.  
 
 
Clicktrack (14') 2014 
Twelve (amateur or professional) percussionists responding to individual clicktracks. Commissioned by the 
University of Wisconsin, River Falls 49th Commissioned Composer Project. 
 
As its name suggests, Clicktrack is an unconducted work that employs clicktracks. The twelve ensemble 
players are divided into three quartets, each following a distinct clicktrack heard on headphones/earbuds 
connected to personal playback devices. 
 
The clicktracks in this piece have three noteworthy qualities: (1) They are made up of recited text (as 
opposed to mere clicks or regular beats); (2) They are recorded, in advance, by the members of each 
ensemble—as opposed to being supplied by the composer—thereby affording unique, personalized 
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qualities; and (3) They are individual to each of the three quartets; that is, each quartet hears a unique 
sound file that, at times, varies from those of the other quartets. 
 
The clicktracks comprise recordings of each player reciting a poem, a sonnet by flarf poet K. Silem 
Mohammad. The sonnet is not heard by the audience; it is audited only by the players. It recurs eighteen 
times during the piece, thus fashioning eighteen continuous movements, each with a particular 
congregation of timbres. When various words are heard, musical articulations are executed at the 
corresponding moment (as suggested by the score). 
 
K. Silem Mohammad’s “Oh, We Be Few, Oh, We Be Few,” She Huffed 
 

Go softly to the Disneyland Hotel, 
Its simulacral threshold grown sublime: 
The bedrooms all emit that new car smell, 
Like nothing else in bourgie Anaheim. 
 
Where leftist brownies get our mothers high, 
Humanity is poorly led, forsooth— 
In Eisenhower’s shadow lies the lie; 
In Soviet-run brothels lies the truth. 
 
Henceforth let odorous intensities 
Of talkativeness, torture, filth, and death 
Stiffly arouse posh, gilded melodies 
Beethoven might have come up with on meth. 
 
The tawdry footsteps of a bawdy Goth 
Are footsteps washed in washed-up Oshkosh broth. 

 
Mohammad’s sonnets—which he calls sonnagrams—are anagrams of Shakespeare sonnets. In this case, the 
sonnagram is a rearrangement of the letters in Shakespeare’s Sonnet 3 (Look in thy glass, and tell the face thou 
viewest). The composer gratefully acknowledges the author’s generous permission to employ his text in this 
composition. 
 
Among its charms, the score ties every musical event to the occurrence of a particular word in the sonnet—
to an utterance heard privately by the players. As such, a complex, polyphonic constellation of rhythms 
results without the burden of meters, conventional rhythmic notations, or tempo markings. It is thus a piece 
that can be realized fluently by amateur or professional players alike. 
 
Premiered in April, 2015, Clicktrack has not yet been authoritatively recorded. Nonetheless, a good 
impression can be gathered by the early performance appearing on the Supplemental Portfolio CD.  
 
 
40 Cryptograms 2006 
A graphic score. 
 
40 Cryptograms was composed for my friend and longtime collaborator Terry Longshore on the occasion of 
his fortieth birthday. A graphic score predating the more elaborately considered and meticulously construed 
pieces Medium and The Metaphysics of Notation, it was intended mainly as a work of visual art. The idea of 
performing it as a musical work was somewhat of a joke to me at the time. Two years later—with Medium—
I no longer joked about this kind of thing. Today 40 Cryptograms looks very much like a musical score to me. 
 
40 Cryptograms has been performed by Longshore, but alas I don’t have a recording of it. 
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Variations on Variations on a Theme by Mozart (6') 2006  
4-channel electronic playback. Commissioned by the Third Practice Festival. 
 
Variations on Variations on a Theme by Mozart was commissioned by the Third Practice Festival for the 
Everglade Records audio DVD [re]. It is a piece in which new music is bred from an existing muscular 
intelligence. As the name implies, the piece borrows from Mozart—his variations on the French melody Ah! 
Vous dirai-je, maman. The new piece is a densely layered barrage of eighteen pianos distributed among four 
loudspeakers, all playing Mozart’s exact pitches and rhythms. As such, this is genuinely a work by Mozart, 
one that preserves every level of form, from the global sequence of variations down to the note level. And 
yet because the eighteen pianos have been painstakingly prepared in ways that radically alter—that vary—
the timbre of the instrument (as well as its harmonic spectrum and, at times, the resulting dynamic), the 
listener often struggles to divine Mozart in the fracas. The new variations, then, are timbral and spectral 
ones, a Viennese classical world acquiescing to the intrusion of modern bric-a-brac (bolts, wooden dowels, 
aluminum foil, paperclips, and rubber mutes) that, through transcription of data, spawn a thoroughly new 
and alien sonic patina. It should be noted that no synthesis or sound processing is involved; Variations is 
merely a spatialized recording of a purely acoustic, multi-piano piece. 
 
From the performer’s point of view, chief among its attributes is its economy: the hands already know the 
Mozart source, nothing new in the way of musical technique or repertoire has to be learned. (In my own 
private creative taxonomy I identify the piece as a musical collision through transcription of the subset collisions 
through neuromuscular economy.) But the listener, when sporadically aware of the piece’s historic source colliding 
with the contemporary instrumentation, perceives a genealogic abrasion, a collision embodied in the 
transformation of history. Variations on Variations on a Theme by Mozart distorts an antique and is ticklish 
because of anachronism, revisionism, and rehabilitation. 
 
Variations appears in stereo form on the accompanying CD Sock Monkey.  
Its 4-channel version can be heard on the accompanying 5.1 encoded DVD [re]. 
 
 
The Composer’s Middle Period (3') 2007 
Sextet of oboe, bass clarinet, trumpet in C, trombone, violin, cello. Commissioned by sfSound. 
 
The Composer’s Middle Period is a good example of what I call artistic consumption. It is simply a chamber work 
that sounds cool. Part of my goal was to make a mercurial, high-energy spasm of organized sound that 
would (hopefully) project the vitality of the best free jazz improvisations. But much of my concern revolved 
around a straightforward formal scheme derived from an obsessive interest in the simple set of proportions 
2:4:3:5:1. These are manifest as local and global correspondences to five material types: (1) a refrain (of 
expanded or compressed duration); (2) a narrative technique I call sequential metamorphosis censorship in which 
a material is continually modified (a la the “telephone game”—a kind of exquisite corpse transformation), 
however, with instances removed so as to produce both moments of logical congruence and surreal 
juxtapositions; (3) passages featuring glissandi; (4) a process I call augmentation-diminution canon in which 
materials cast in multiple voices slow down and speed up, falling behind or overtaking one another in 
Nancarrow-like fashion; and (5) a solo passage that focuses, counter-intuitively, on the violin instead of 
sharing the spotlight among the sextet. 
 
The title is purposely sardonic. As the first work composed immediately following the news of my tenure at 
Stanford University, it exhibits precisely zero attributes—in aesthetic or compositional method—that 
should divide it historically from my prior work. 
 
Commissioned by sfSound for its Small Packages concert (of three-minute pieces paired with Webern’s 
Concerto op. 24), a recording by the ensemble appears on the accompanying CD Sock Monkey. 
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30 (10') 2012 
Percussion ensemble of up to 12 players: Three interlocking pieces for one, four, and seven players. 
Consortium commission by Southern Oregon University (lead commissioner); as well as Griffith University, 
Queensland Conservatorium, Australia / Ba Da Boom Percussion; University of Southern California; 
University of Kentucky; Oberlin College Conservatory; University of Tennessee / nief-norf Project; 
Juilliard Conservatory; University of Alaska, Fairbanks; Francis Marion University; Humboldt State 
University; Glendale Community College, Arizona; University of Guanajuato, Mexico; Central 
Washington University; University of Wisconsin, Stevens Point / Amphion Percussion; Lawrence 
University; University of Nebraska, Omaha; Lewis & Clark College; Sam Houston State University; 
University of New Mexico; McGill University, Montreal; the Los Angeles Percussion Quartet; University of 
California, San Diego / red fish blue fish. 
The First Decade (10') 2012 
Amplified solo percussion. An autonomous piece extracted from 30 for percussion ensemble. 
The Second Decade (10') 2012 
Percussion quartet. An autonomous piece extracted from 30 for percussion ensemble. 
The Third Decade (10') 2012 
Percussion septet. An autonomous piece extracted from 30 for percussion ensemble. 
 
30, a work for large percussion ensemble, was written for my wife, Joan, on the occasion of our thirtieth 
anniversary. The piece is dedicated with tremendous gratitude to percussionist Terry Longshore whose 
generous friendship, dedication, and artistry have been a beacon for years. It was commissioned by a 
consortium of twenty-one enthusiastic ensembles. 
 
The work consists of three independent pieces that may be played individually or simultaneously: The First 
Decade for solo percussion; The Second Decade for percussion quartet; and The Third Decade for percussion 
septet. As a compositional puzzle I wrestled with the challenge of crafting pieces that would fit together as a 
meaningful whole, but, when unpacked, produce independent musical ideas of different meaning. The 
works are also tiered in difficulty: the solo is highly virtuosic; the quartet is demanding for players of 
intermediate experience; and the septet can be readily played by novice percussionists. 
 
Many thanks to my creative and intrepid percussion friends throughout the world, particularly the 
extraordinary consortium of individuals and ensembles who co-commissioned 30. 
 
All seven versions of the piece appear on the accompanying CD 30. 
 
 
Sock Monkey: Transcription of a Little Girl Running around the House (10') 2007 
Piccolo, 2 flutes, 2 oboes, 2 clarinets, bass clarinet, bassoon, contrabassoon, 4 horns, 3 trumpets, 2 
trombones, bass trombone, tuba, 4 percussion, piano (doubling celesta), 2 harps, strings. Requested by the 
Stanford Symphony Orchestra. 
 
Sock Monkey (subtitled Transcription of a Little Girl Running around the House) was composed for Jindong Cai and 
the Stanford Symphony Orchestra during a particularly focused two-week period straddling the end of 
2006 and the beginning of 2007. I attempted, at first, to compose a short, five-movement work constituting 
autonomous, concise, aphoristic orchestral statements. Soon it became clear that these movements wanted 
to be connected into a single continuous discourse, with three primary sections (I, III, & V) joined by two 
“bridge” ones (II & IV). The logistical circumstances of the composition involved many pieces of paper on 
many tables in many rooms of my house. Wherever I would relocate in order to concentrate on the project, 
my 18-month old daughter would follow peripatetically; occasionally she would sit quizzically/inquisitively 
on my lap while I composed, but more often she would bounce off the walls in her characteristically 
exuberant, playful, and mercurial manner. Her energetic “distractions”—far more entertaining than my 
music—were always accompanied by her ubiquitous pink sock monkey. 
 
A recording of the work appears on the accompanying (eponymous) CD Sock Monkey. 
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Speed Dating (14') 2014 
Octet of flute, clarinet, trombone, percussion, piano, violin, cello, & contrabass. Commissioned by the 
Stony Brook Contemporary Chamber Players.  
Speed Date (4') 2014 
Duo for violin and cello. An autonomous piece extracted from Speed Dating. 
 
Speed Dating is an octet for flute, clarinet, trombone, percussion, piano, violin, cello, and contrabass. The 
piece is made up exclusively of duos—instrumental couples who pair off and re-pair in a frenzied, 
polyamorous orgy of spasmodic rhythms, questionable “key” parties, and vocal chirrups in response to 
notations appearing on individual players’ custom wristwatches. Listeners can safely enjoy this hygienic 
mating spectacle: the love is only aural. 
 
The work was commissioned by the SUNY Stony Brook Contemporary Chamber Players (and premiered 
first on campus and then at Roulette in Brooklyn) with thanks to conductor Eduardo Leandro for his 
friendship and musicianship over many decades. 
 
Extracted from the full ensemble work, Speed Date, the violin and cello duo appearing during the middle of 
the octet (for a preposterously prolonged period), will be premiered during the summer of 2015 in Italy.  
 
A recording of the octet (not yet mixed and mastered for final release) appears on the Supplemental Portfolio 
CD. 
 
 
Theme in Search of Variations III (4') 2007 
Flute (doubling alto & piccolo), trumpet, piano, percussion. For Beta Collide. 
 
Although they are autonomous pieces that may be performed on their own, the three Theme in Search of 
Variations (two composed since tenure) invite musical responses in the form of other pieces—variations that 
might be performed in succession on a given concert. Being too long, too rich, and too expressively 
saturated, these works are probably not ideal “themes.” Instead they might be more accurately thought of 
as provocation pieces in search of response pieces.  
 
Composed for Beta Collide and as a provocation to my undergraduate composition students, Theme in Search 
of Variations III consists largely of colorful and frenetic, yet intimate and quiet “sound constellations,” 
frequently constituted by abundant noise components (as distinguished from focused pitches). The 
percussionist, in particular, is called upon to navigate an enormous battery of instruments. 
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Musical events occur in three types of sequences: events that are unpredictable in nature (“what will be 
next?”) and temporality (“when will it be?”); unpredictable in nature but predictable in time (occurrences at 
a regular rhythmic interval); and predictable in nature (a repeated sound object) but unpredictable in time. 
Four interruptions of contrasting material appear, the first featuring solo alto flute, the next a duo of flute 
and trumpet, the third a trio of flute, trumpet, and piano, and finally a quartet of piccolo, trumpet, piano, 
and vibraphone. These interruptions share a common harmonic reservoir (a particular palindromic canon) 
and progress from monophonic to highly polyphonic, contrapuntal settings. 
 
A recording of the work appears on the accompanying CD Sock Monkey. 
 
 
Theme in Search of Variations II (4') 2007 
Bass clarinet (doubling clarinet), piano, percussion, violin, cello. 
 
Although it is an autonomous piece that may be performed on its own, Theme in Search of Variations II invites 
musical responses in the form of other pieces—variations that might be performed in succession on a given 
concert. It was originally composed as a provocation to my students of the graduate composition seminar at 
Stanford University, composers who then wrote highly individual pieces—variations—of their own.  
 
By way of another wrinkle, the students were given exactly one week to compose their responses, a ruthless 
but pedagogically efficacious challenge that stands in stark contrast to the typical multi-month (and often 
multi-year) creative ambitus that they find most familiar. (I too composed the theme in one agonizing 
week.) Despite the imposition of this obstacle, each composer met the challenge in a timely matter and, 
more important, with remarkable energy, imagination, seriousness, and integrity. The remarkably diverse 
pieces were then performed by sfSound on a concert titled after my nickname for this kind of squashed 
artistic timetable: The Double Barline Fire Drill.  
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A recording of the work appears on the accompanying CD Sock Monkey. 
 
 
Curb Weight Surgical Field (5') 2010 
Duo for grand piano and two players. Commissioned by Aiyun Huang and Tom Rosenkranz for the 
soundScape Festival, Italy. 
 
Curb Weight Surgical Field was composed in memory of great conductor and dear friend J. Karla Lemon. The 
work is scored for grand piano and two players who alternate turns playing on the upper register of the 
keyboard and “inside the piano” directly on its strings, soundboard, tuning pins, lid, and casting beams. 
Scratching, tapping, wiping, plucking, strumming, thumping, and other techniques are explicitly notated, at 
times in conjunction with a bevy of mallets, chopsticks, plectra, lengths of chain, tennis balls, and other 
doodads. Throughout the piece the players are called upon to vocalize sounds—tongue clicks, whistles, 
bilabial lip pops, kissing sounds, noisy inhalations, and short phonemes notated in the international 
phonetic alphabet—in unison with their piano articulations. Despite its mercurial, glitchy sound world, the 
piece is very focused, the effect being a compressed, highly disciplined but twitchy ensemble coordination. 
 
A recording (albeit not supervised by the composer) appears on the accompanying CD Inflorescence: Music 
from soundScape. 
 
 
Coat Room (0.5') 2010 
Octet (performable as one or more simultaneous duos): violin duo, clarinet duo, tuba duo, accordion duo. 
Commissioned by the Machine Project, Little William Theater | Festival of New Music at the UCLA Hammer 
Museum. 
 
Coat Room is a short piece commissioned by the Hammer Museum. Performable as an octet, it was 
conceived foremost for presentation by duos (of violin, clarinet, tuba, and accordion) inside a coat room 
cleverly transformed into a concert hall—complete with a (minuscule) stage, basic lighting, and modest 
seating (for precisely two audience members). Listeners queued up in the lobby and entered the “hall” on 
the minute to hear thirty-second performances. 
 
Regrettably I am not in possession of a recording of Coat Room. A link to the score, however, appears below. 
 
 
Pause (2') 2009 
Piano. Commissioned by Benjamin Binder for the Schumann Carnaval Project. 
 
Benjamin Binder’s Schumann Carnaval Project invited new, short piano works from diverse composers in 
response to the pieces in Schumann’s original, a celebration of Schumann’s 200th birthday. I chose the 
Pause, a part I’ve always found arresting—independently, and considering its placement and function within 
the whole collection. 
 
The idea for my reworking is quite simple. First, I isolated the five-note hemiola figure in Schumann’s 
original. My piece simply cycles that portion over and over. However, in my version I start with the original 
pitch content and slowly evolve it—a kind of transformational drift that metamorphoses away from its 
starting point. Meanwhile, the piece begins with a distant rhythmic and metric comportment, but gradually 
evolves (devolves? revolves?) back to the original rhythm as found in Schumann. Devices like accelerandi, 
trills, and grace notes disappear by and by; eventually the piece finds its way to the 2/4 source meter; and 
finally triplets are removed from the rhythmic language. 
 
In short, the pitch world crosses from known to alien, the rhythm world from alien to known. 
 
Regrettably I am not in possession of a recording of Coat Room. A link to the score, however, appears below. 
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Skeletons in the Closet 2009 
8-channel electronic playback. 
 
There are skeletons in my closet—eight of them. They have names: Oberheim OB-8, Roland Jupiter 8, 
Roland Juno 60, Roland SH-101, Yamaha CS-40M, Moog MG-1, Sequential Circuits Prophet 5, and 
Sequential Circuits Pro-One. The skeletons want out; it seems that my 1980s past has finally caught up with 
me. 
 
Neglected for decades and gathering dust, these classic analog synthesizers were hauled out during the 
summer of 2009 for the purpose of recording corresponding sample libraries. The painstakingly assembled 
samples (over 1,400 in total) each have a maximum duration of five seconds, and range from laconic, iconic 
beeps to irregular, idiosyncratic phrases complete with internal rhythmic complexities. 
 
Skeletons in the Closet consists simply of a series of ensemble explosions (the number of which is selectable for 
each performance), polyphonic outbursts constituted by the simultaneous concatenation of all eight 
synthesizers. In effect, the listener is surrounded by a sequence of groaning, shrieking, and scratching (to get 
out). Insofar as the eight synthesizers occupy fixed positions in the 8-channel space, it might be more 
accurate to use the plural “closets” in the title. 
 
The piece is characterized by several indeterminate elements. For every outburst, the computer randomly 
selects a sample within each synthesizer library (never repeating a sample), or it randomly chooses to “play” 
a silence. Even if the same group of eight samples were to be randomly selected again during a subsequent 
performance, the ensemble’s collective envelope will differ—that is, the rhythmic relationship among all 
eight synthesizers is randomized within each outburst. The duration between outbursts is similarly 
randomized. And the algorithm includes a chance that a given set of eight samples will be immediately 
repeated—albeit with a newly randomized set of rhythmic relationships amongst them—thereby creating a 
momentary stutter of sorts. Each of the randomized elements operates within a given range, selectable by 
the user before the outset of a performance. For example, the user can select the shortest and longest 
possible durations between outbursts, or fix the likelihood that an individual synthesizer will be silent.  
 
Skeletons in the Closet was premiered at CCRMA at Stanford University. Thanks to Michael St. Clair for his 
expert assistance realizing the Max patch to my specifications. 
 
The piece is most effective in its 8-channel presentation, and especially as an environmental “installation” 
(often a leisurely pre-concert event accompanying the arrival of audience members). A short, stereo excerpt 
was, however, recorded for this portfolio in order to provide a general sense of the piece’s sound world. It 
appears on the Supplemental Portfolio CD. 
 
 
The Applebaum Jazz Piano Duo: Blues Out, Blues In 
Together with my father, Bob Applebaum, I play in The Applebaum Jazz Piano Duo. We recently dug up 
an old tune that I co-wrote with Hiroko Kuroiwa in 1989. It is a peculiar tune, its changes at once very 
familiar and very alien. It is in fact a 12-bar blues, but a really weird one. We’ve been trying to learn how to 
improvise over it recently, so I thought I’d include this recording as an example of our playing. 
 
(I take the first solo.) 
 
The recording appears on the Supplemental Portfolio CD. 


